
ORGANIZERS:
The Swedish Electronics Trade Association, Svensk Elektronik, with their section Embedded Technology, the exhibition organizer, 

Bra Mässor and the leading Scandinavian electronic design online magazine Elektronik i Norden.

STUDENT Category
Thibault Helle, Marek Baczynski and Ramtin 
Massoumzadeh from KTH won with ”CubicMeter”, a 
smart, non-invasive water flow meter based on ultrasound 
technology to be attached to a water pipe. Since the 
meter is non-invasive anyone is allowed to install it with 
no risk of water leakage.

ENTERPRISE Category
Vectorized Move AB won with ”Walkbeat”, a system that 
uses motion sensors and a mobile app to monitor the 
movement patterns of a person or an animal. This can 
for instance be used to remotely diagnose Parkinson’s 
disease in humans or lameness in horses.

IoT Category
Brinja AB won with ”Brinja Core” and ”Brinja Sensor 
Node”, a connected emergency system for early work site 
evacuation. The system can be triggered from many dif-
ferent sources and is able to shorten the evacuation time 
in a big site from the common 30-60 minutes down to only 
a few minutes.

You can apply with your project today, but not later than September 11, 2020.
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Nominated entries and winners will exhibit at the largest embedded conference in Europe, 
Embedded Conference Scandinavia 4-5 November 2020, in Stockholm-Kista.

Swedish kronor for students best 
embedded electronic design

Both enterprises and students are invited to The Swedish Embedded Award. This years’ hottest 
embedded design from students at Swedish Universities, will be awarded a scholarship of 50 000 SEK. 
It could be yours!

Winning or not, to be nominated is good for your CV and gives you a great opportunity to expand your 
professional network. You are welcome to take part in this Award for 2020. You can read more about 
the Award rules and also apply at:

www.swedishembeddedaward.se


